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Here at St Mark’s we have a great deal to be thankful for, not least that very

few of us seem to have suffered in the ways that many around us have.

This is not to say that people in our church have not struggled, we have,

but I am grateful for the faith which has sustained us even when we have

been sorely challenged.   
 

Parents who have had to learn how to work and educate their children

from home have been pushed to the edge of their ability to cope; so I

would like to thank Hannah Jones, on your behalf, for all that she has done

this last year to resource and support our families, whilst being in that

position herself.  Hannah and the CHYPS team have provided online

resources, prayer stations on the Green and creative spaces for worship

and mutual support which have been a lifeline to families. 
 

Older people who have found it impossible to engage with online worship

have been at risk of feeling isolated at home so I am enormously grateful

to Rosalind Rogerson and the whole team of helpers with the Lunch and

Friendship Club who have kept in touch and started a marvellous

newsletter to help lift their spirits. We had an online reflection “service” in

March 2021 which was a joy to take part in - a year without Lunch Club and

yet people are still engaging. Well done all! 

V I C A R ' S  R E P O R T

The year none of us anticipated

C O N T I N U E D . . . .



Many of us have struggled with worship moving from the church building

into our own homes, although we have adapted so well that some of us

now prefer this to an hour in the building! I am so grateful to everyone who

has been creative in preparing worship, in front of and behind the camera

– Cate for her technical skill and patient guidance and for all who have

joined our new “tech team”; Shan for adapting her ministry to working

from her mum’s home in Somerset, who would have thought it possible? 

David Willington for producing music no matter what and for keeping the

choir’s spirits up; Sarah Rousseau who has completely relocated the

“church office” into her own home, with all the intrusions associated with

that.  Tim and John were unable to work from home while the church was

inaccessible but I am grateful to them for their commitment to returning

to the building and preparing it for our return. We’ve been blessed with a

wonderful PCC who have gently steered us through turbulent waters and

three churchwardens: Philip who stayed on for an extra few months when

we had to delay our APCM last year and James who picked up the reins,

and Pat whose four year term of office comes to its completion but whose

service in this capacity will be sorely missed. We will thank Pat properly at

the APCM but thank you, Pat, for all you have given in your time as

Churchwarden, may you be richly blessed as you move into different

responsibilities, we have certainly been blessed by your ministry amongst

us. Thank you. 

C O N T I N U E D . . . .



Our life together has changed in so many ways over this last year that it

will take us considerably longer to reflect on the impact those changes

have had on us. There have been unthinkable losses and, with these, a

renewed sense of our priorities and vision, what really matters. I have been

touched by the way that our worship has continued to sustain this

community since March 2020 and how we have come to rely less on the

performance and more on the relationships, between us and whatever it is

we mean when we talk of God. We have experienced a rich diversity of

voices in worship and have, I believe, learned greater humility and

kindness from one another. 

Some people reading this, and others who are not, have felt disconnected

from St Mark’s over this last twelve months and I am sorry because we

have missed you, your absence makes a difference to the church we can

be. As we move forward we will have to adapt to a different environment

from the one we left behind. Some of us will rejoice at the opportunity to

return to the building, others will return cautiously, disappointed at the

restrictions which will undoubtedly remain in force for some time to come,

some may choose not to return to the building but will continue

worshipping online, while others will move away from St Mark’s.   

 

Thank you, each of you, for the faith which sustains you and for helping us

find God in our midst in ways which might have been unthinkable, even a

year ago. May you know that you are blessed, exactly where you are now,

that you, we, may be a blessing to others. 

S U E  H A M M E R S L E Y



At the APCM on April 25th I will come

to the end of my four year term as

Churchwarden of St Marks Church.

The time has flown by!  I have loved

being Churchwarden, and the gift of

being at the heart of such a vibrant,

rich and loving community. Thank

you all for the trust and confidence

that you placed in me, and for the

journey that we have travelled

together - within each individual life

and as a community - during these

four years. 

I wish to thank James for our work

together, and the excellent way he

has grown into the role of Church-

warden over the last few months.  

 We are indeed fortunate to have a

Quantity Surveyor as Churchwarden!

We are in a time of transition as we

emerge from the Covid crisis, prepare

to welcome our new Liberal

Theologian and as we carefully forge

the way forward in our Mission Area.

Post Traumatic Stress is a concept

familiar to most of us, but Post

Traumatic Growth is less well known. 

 Post Traumatic Growth occurs when a

challenge has been successfully faced,

resilience has developed and the

challenging time has been survived. I

pray that as a community we may

experience some of this sense of

growth as we emerge from the

challenge of Lockdown, hold true to

the things we know to be important,

and continue to love and support each

other in faith, recovery and new

growth.

On behalf of everyone at St Marks,

James and I would like to thank our

Vicar Sue for the extraordinary way

that she has lead us as a community

during the most challenging time we

have faced since World War II, and the

destruction and rebuilding of the

church. During the Covid19 crisis she

has held our community together

through worship on Zoom, and in

church when that was possible; moved

us forwards in a number of significant

ways; and throughout she has

extended a sense of warmth, love and

of God's presence with us during this

difficult and demanding time.

C H U R C H W A R D E N S

P A T  H U N T



I would like to thank Pat and Sue for

their help and understanding since

starting this new role in October of

2020 and whilst beginning to get to

grips with what is expected of a

Church warden. St Mark’s is fortunate

to be served by people giving freely

of their time and expertise due to

their love of God. Pat is extremely

professional whilst being very friendly

which is a super attribute, a great

communicator and has used her

experience and understanding to the

benefit of St Mark’s. Thank you.

The Quinquennial report is due in

2021 with the Architect, Richard

Brook, carrying a site inspection on

the 4th May 2021. I would like to

thank Briony and Tim for their help

as we start to prepare. 

Also on behalf of everyone we would

like to thank our superb Office

Manager Sarah. During the pandemic

she has been dedicated to St Marks,

and has worked hard and very

creatively behind the scenes to

resource us, and help in holding

everything together. This excellently

presented report is Sarah's work!

Like many, I look forward to gradually

returning to using the amazing facility

of St Mark’s church to praise God

whilst not losing site of what we have

benefitted from during the period of

the pandemic.

J A M E S  O L I V E R

C H U R C H W A R D E N S



The church’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic and development of a

recovery planning group to oversee a phased return to the building

following suspension of public worship

The church’s budget and scenario planning for any financial impact of

Covid-19

The church's response to the Diocesan Strategy and support of the

Mission Area

The progression of the St Mark’s Strategy including the development of

a Strategy Working Group

The development of and recruitment to the Liberal Theologian role

Consideration of clergy wellbeing as part of the Covenant for Clergy

Wellbeing

The updating of various policies

The PCC welcomed a number of new members this year and has had a

busy year overseeing a wide range of activity within the church. Much of

this is carried out by the various groups which report to PCC and will

provide their own annual reports. Some of the most significant areas that

the PCC has contributed to over the year are:

P C C

E M I L Y  F A U L D S



Owing to Covid 19, the Home Donations Group has met only twice in the

last 15 months – in January and November 2020. In November we met at

short notice to get our recommendations for donations to the PCC, so that

the money could reach charities before Christmas. Unfortunately, our Chair,

Judy Robinson, was then heavily preoccupied with other things, so the rest

of the Group had to reach decisions without her expert guidance.

We aim to help organisations tackle need, particularly in Sheffield, and to

make an impact on the causes of social injustice. We try to ensure our

money makes a difference and to achieve some continuity of funding

where possible. In 2020 we took special account of the disproportionate

impact of the pandemic on disadvantaged groups eg. the increased use of

food banks, increased unemployment, the pressures on BAME groups,

refugees and asylum seekers and so on. Another factor was the greatly

enhanced profile of Black Lives Matter. We also took account of the

particular concerns of congregation members and the needs of the

Broomhall part of our parish.

H O M E  D O N A T I O N S

C O N T I N U E D . . .



We allocated the £8,000 available as follows:

Broomhill Girls Youth Group      

ASSIST

Citizens Advice Sheffield              

Sheffield Flourish                             

Cathedral Archer Project              

Broomhall Centre                            

Yorkshire Refugee Foodbank          

Covid 19 BAME Action Group    

S6 Food Bank  

Sheffield Carers Centre   

Church Action on Poverty Sheffield 

 

£1,000

£1,000

£1,000

£500

£1,000

£500

£500

£1,000

 £500

£975

 £25 

(Subscription)

D A V I D  P R I C E



It was the best of times, it was the worst of times,” mirrors the ingenuity of

St Mark’s congregation to fundraise when seemingly impossible.  

In choosing our charities we are always aware of the need for good

governance and to follow the ethos of St Mark’s in celebrating human

diversity, campaigning for justice and discovering the sacred in life.

In 2020 we decided to split the money generously donated by the church

equally among 11 charities with whom the church has some connections;

£1000.00 each:- Reach Bwindi; Literacy for Life; SuCCoL; Phaseworldwide;

Omid Foundation; Cairdeas; Practical Action; Global Justice Now; The Red

Cross & Red Crescent; USPG; and Christian Aid. 

Throughout the year we aim to support our charities in as many other ways

as possible.

Christian Aid week 2020 was during the first lockdown; no door-to-door

collection, no church lunches, tea parties or sales but using e-envelopes we

raised £1565.00. over £100 more than last year. Thanks to zoom quiz, mask

sales and sponsored sporting events we donated more directly to Christian

Aid.

In June St.Mark’s raised £2000.00 for literacy for Life to provide Covid relief

food parcels and in July responded to Famine in Yemen appeal.

Harvest is usually celebrated with church lunch and a donation to CAid but

a Zoom Party showing of “Thank You for the Rain” encouraged donations

directly to CAid.

I N T E R N A T I O N A L  D O N A T I O N S

C O N T I N U E D . . .

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Best


Amnesty International was supported by members of the congregation

writing letters of encouragement to political prisoners.

£582.00 worth of online sales of woolly hats, shawls and jewellery for

Christmas presents was sent to Phaseworldwide. 

The choir and other members of St Mark’s contributed to Sheffield Christian

Aid’s Advent Carol singing on You Tube and raised an amazing £2562.00

almost double what we usually raise by getting thoroughly wet and cold

singing in Fargate.

2021 Zoom Pancake party, a novel event enjoyed by participants in our

attempt to raise awareness of FairTrade and our knowledge of the

production of chocolate not just its consumption.

 On behalf of St Mark’s International Donations Committee a heartfelt

thank you to the generosity of the clergy, congregation, their families and

friends. 

More information about each of the charities is available on the Home

Donations page on the St Mark's website -

https://stmarkssheffield.co.uk/international-links/

D I L Y S  N O B L E



It is very sad to report that the library has not been used since March 2020.

I have bought two books at the request of the clergy, and updated the

catalogue.

MONOTHEISM AND FAITH IN GOD - Ian G Wallis Category E

RESOUNDING BODY Building Church Communities through Music - Andy

Thomas Category G

Because of the prevailing restrictions, these books have not yet been

placed on the library shelves.

The on-line catalogue has been updated and I have included a message to

say that any books could be borrowed by an email request. But there has

been no activity.

For protection, the original grills are now in place. Looking forward, I would

like to be open again as soon as it is safe to do so.

L I B R A R Y

M A U R E E N  B O W N A S



After the shock and hard work of

having to close the building and

leave it looking rather bare, it was

heartening to know that we would

be permitted to allow contractors to

enter the building for maintenance. 

The heating system can now be

controlled and monitored remotely.

Of course, it has not been working

in the way originally envisaged, but

at least it has been possible to keep

the building at a safe temperature

while it's empty, and to heat it for

funerals.

The next step in improving comfort

for worshippers is to install double

glazed panels along the bottom row

of windows on the north and south

sides. 

F A B R I C  M A T T E R S

Preparatory monitoring of

temperatures already proves that it

will make a significant difference.

The proposal is currently with the

diocese and we await their response.

It was fortunate that we were able

to complete the installation of AV in

the worship area as it became a vital

tool in the delivery of Zoom services.

As detailed in their report, Tim and

John have done a magnificent job to

maintain the building as a Covid-

safe and welcoming space for

visitors by appointment. I must pay

tribute to the positive way in which

they have tackled the challenges

that recent months have brought.

C O N T I N U E D . . . .



Outside, the area south of church has

been a vital green space for use by

those who work nearby. Tim and

John have attended to litter and

leaves, and Sheila Marston has

continued with her care of the

Memorial Garden and Nicky Woods

has ensures that the Eileen Stamper

Garden looks as lovely as ever.

New trees will soon be planted –

three on the Green, and one either

side of the car park entrance. 

At present the crocus maze on the

Green is a magnificent sight and a

tribute to Kay Hudson who planted it.

I would like to thank my F&F

colleagues for their knowledgeable

and cheerful support. Before he

stepped down as churchwarden and

member of this group, Philip Booth

was able to see the completion of two

significant tasks – the hanging of a

reproduction of the Piper sketch in the

Narthex, and the installation of cycle

loops on the Western Terrace . One of

James Oliver’s tasks will be to meet

our architect when he comes to do the  

Quinquennial Inspection in May.

B R I O N Y  T A Y L E R

J U L I A N  P R A Y E R

The rhythm of Julian Prayer has continued by e-mail over the last year with

six people offering reflections on a rotational basis. We are a mixture of laity

and clergy of various denominations as well as members of the

congregation. My sense is that whether we make space for our time of

contemplative prayer at 6pm on a Monday when we previously met, or at

another time during the week, the sharing of the same resources enriches

our prayer life and provides us with an alternative way of being part of a

praying community. Please see the website for details of how you can

become involved.
S H A N  R U S H



In 2020 the Faith and Justice Group took a break.

Does this mean that St Mark’s has stopped engaging with social action?

Only you can answer that question, but my instinct is of course not!During

2020 many of us have played a part in supporting our neighbours or

campaigning for a fairer society even though many of our projects, such as

Soup Run, have had to stop for now. Home and International Donations

continue to ensure that St Mark’s maintains strong connections with local

groups whose work we support.

As 2021 begins we are committed to a Living Thinking Loving Faith,

authentically rooted in social action.

Watch this space…

F A I T H  &  J U S T I C E

S U E  H A M M E R S L E Y



Pastoral Care during the current lockdown is looking rather different due to
restrictions on physical contact. It’s easy to overlook or take for granted the
extent of pastoral care which goes on quietly and unobtrusively within our
congregation as people keep in touch and help one another. 

There have been phone calls, texts, messages and doorstep visits to help raise
spirits, cards sent to those who are celebrating, sick or bereaved, 65
households and lunch club connected at Christmas, homemade apple pies,
bunches of daffodils, Palm crosses and Easter cards as well as hand-knitted
prayer shawls distributed at various times over the last year. Those who would
usually offer hospitality in church have cooked and delivered meals.
Welcomers have acted as stewards when church has been open or taken on
new roles within the Zoom team. No one has received everything, but
hopefully everyone has received something as a sign of the church
communities love and care. 

Requests for prayer from the congregation and community have increased
and a few people now share this ministry. The regular, rhythm of worship, and
the daily Offices over zoom have helped sustain clergy and congregation. Not
everyone likes zoom but 80 -100 households gather to worship as part of the St
Mark’s community at some stage every Sunday of whom 20-30 households
stay on for the breakout social groups.

P A S T O R I A L  C A R E

C O N T I N U E D . . .



S H A N  R U S H

Links with local care homes have become stronger with Jennifer Hurrell
faithfully phoning them each week to see how both staff and residents are
faring. Christmas and Easter cards were sent to each resident in a joint
initiative by a group of people from St John’s, St Mary’s and St Mark’s who are
looking at how we can best support elderly members of the congregation and
community, and their carers, especially those living with dementia.

For some, lockdown has strengthened ties to the church, but for others, it has
exacerbated doubts and anxieties about where faith and ritual fit into their
lives. There is work to be done in helping people grieve losses they are
experiencing and to share in the joy and anxiety associated with forming
different or new relationships with the church community as we hopefully
start worshipping together physically. As we continue with restrictions on our
usual ways of functioning as a parish church, our pastoral care needs to be
increasingly imaginative in its expression and inclusive in its reach. When Gill
stood down as pastoral care co-ordinator, James took over for 6 months but
has stepped down on becoming church warden. This means we are looking
for someone to work alongside me to co-ordinate the support we are able to
offer so we can reach more people with this vital ministry. My thanks go to our
Pastoral Care Team, past and present, and many other members of St Mark’s
who enable this ministry to carry on in difficult circumstances.



Despite the pandemic, the Study

and Learning Group has been

surprisingly active. We took on

oversight of CRCOnline on behalf of

the PCC; began to consider how we

should best respond to the

presence of growing number of

Iranians in the congregation;

thought about fostering ways of

faith sharing within the

congregation and beyond, possibly

through developing a regular

podcast; contributed to the special

lectionary to go alongside the Lent

course; started to investigate how to

work to greatest advantage across

the three churches of the mission

partnership – responding to the

material of Living in Love and Faith

might prove to be a good starting

point; 

S T U D Y  &  L E A R N I N G

kept an eye on things that have

been put on a back burner because

of Covid restrictions; and revamped

the content of the Study and

Learning drop down on the parish

website, including a new section

responding to Black Lives Matter

concerns.

Sadly, during the year we

recognised that one casualty of the

current situation is the colloquium

that had been planned for May 2021.

But on a positive note, we are

looking forward to working with the

Liberal Theologian when that

exciting new post has been filled.

J O H N  S C H O F I E L D



Our Lent groups have been

significantly different this year. First,

they have all been held on Zoom;

secondly, as well as continuing to

collaborate with people from the

Manor Parish, we have also

welcomed friends from St Mary’s

Walkley into the groups (including

one group facilitator); thirdly, we

decided not to create our own

material but to use a course written

by USPG in advance of the Lambeth

Conference (now postponed from

2020 to 2022) called Living with a

world of difference which looks at

issues of diversity and inclusion in

different parts of the worldwide

Anglican Communion and asks how

the stories and situations from

across the world challenge us and

relate to our local situation.

L E N T  G R O U P S

11 groups have been meeting, and in

all just under 100 people signed up

to take part. As in previous years, the

group work has been accompanied

by a series of sermons using themes

derived from each study, with each

week having its own special

readings and collect.

J O H N  S C H O F I E L D



C O N T I N U E D . . .

This year’s context has had a dramatic impact on the lives of our children and
families with whom we are ministering. It has also affected the provision of
opportunities for worship, and wider engagement in order to offer real
connection, sense of belonging and community. 

For the time being, our traditional pattern of providing Creche, Godly Play and
Lions has been paused. However, I am hugely proud of the commitment to
adapting and re-inventing provision demonstrated both by our leaders and
the families involved. This has evolved over the year to include a variety of
opportunities in the hope that each child, young person and family may find a
way to connect that most suits their needs. As well as considerable learning in
how to use digital spaces appropriately; it has been a great opportunity to
explore how to make the most of engaging with the outdoors, nature and
‘forest church’ activities. 

Here are some of the ways we have continued to connect with each other, and
God:

Online Breakfast Sessions
A regular part of our provision has been gathering over zoom most Sunday
mornings to worship and explore stories of faith together; as well as to share
news of each other’s weeks in order to maintain those friendships and
relationships that are so important.

C H Y P S



C O N T I N U E D . . .

Gatherings on the Green
In Autumn this ran alongside the dual 10am worship taking place both online
and in the building. This was a really positive space for the children to re-
connect with each other as well as the physical place of St Mark’s. It was
valuable that we were seeing and greeting other members of the
congregation as they headed to and from the building – drawing the
community together. We look forward to resuming these sessions towards
May.

Prayerful Afternoon Adventures (also on the green!)
These have been occasional events marking key moments in the year, such as
our service of light in November, during which we marked the shortening days
and prayed with sparklers! The Nativity Service on the green was also a great
success, making the most of the new outdoor sound system and a valuable
chance to gather and celebrate that special festival together.

Resources and offerings
Not everyone has found it easy to engage with these events. Particularly the
older children and young people who are at a different phase of life and
require different content and opportunities to explore. In order to fill some of
these gaps and to let every child and young person know that they are
remembered and loved, we have sent birthday cards; provided Advent and
Christmas gifts and resources; and prepared Lent Resource Bags which fed
our discussions each Sunday, and Holy Week boxes to explore in the lead up to
Easter. There have also been changing creative prayer stations on the green
throughout the year for anyone to enjoy at any time which has been a
wonderful point of connection for many of the families as well as the wider
congregation.



Thank you to everyone who has continued to engage in ministering with our
children and families – whether that has been through delivery and planning,
participation, and/or ongoing prayer and interest. It is a considerable blessing
to all of us that our children and families have continued to be valued and
involved as an important part of this community during the immense
challenges of this past year.

 
Themed Services

These have evolved considerably during the year and are now a regular feature
happening every second Sunday of the month. Themed Services are a central
opportunity for us to worship and connect as one body, while still providing a
broad variety of opportunities throughout the rest of the month. 
Over the year we have honed a liturgy that holds a careful balance of providing
engaging content for adult members of the congregation while allowing the
younger members of the congregation the chance to be present, heard and
visible. It does this by creating the opportunity for the younger members to
‘dip in’ to the worship, making connections with images, familiar voices and
faces, alongside opportunities to actively engage with music, storytelling,
wondering and prayer as they capture their interest. Themes have included
Creation and Jubilee, loss and remembrance, love and friendship, as well as
marking key festivals throughout the Christian calendar. It is the sharing of
each other’s gifts and creativity that make these services special; so thank you
to everyone who has taken part throughout the year. However small you may
think your part will have been, it will have added to the whole and was very
much appreciated!

H A N N A H  J O N E S



The pandemic disrupted many of

the plans for developing our young

adults’ group as many of our young

adults returned home and have

been attending worship at their

home churches. Lucy Allison and Lu

Skerrett did some fantastic work

maintaining the initial plans

through to the end of the Summer

term, and we are particularly

thankful for the work Lucy put into

maintaining communications at

that time. At the end of the

Summer, both Lucy and Lu felt that

it was time to step back from

leading this group, and we began to

reimagine how the group could

look. 

Y O U N G  A D U L T S

With the new academic year, a ‘core

group’ was formed by Izzi Graves,

Grace Henry and Alex Parker – and

together they made the decision to

start an SCM group at St Marks

(combining elements of ‘Bible

Brunch’ and ‘Godly Chat’, which

have now stopped). This group now

meets monthly over Zoom for bible

study, discussion and prayer. We

hope that it will continue to develop

and grow as we look towards in-

person gatherings once again. The

formal link with SCM will also

hopefully assist us in building new

links with students through the SCM

network.

C A T E  T H O M S O N



C H U R C H E S  T O G E T H E R  I N  

S U E  H A M M E R S L E Y

At the beginning of 2020 the Broomhall Breakfast and Girls’ Youth Club
formally ceased to be part of the work of Churches Together. During 2020 the
Executive continued to meet to oversee the work with older people (see Claire
Brooks’ report). The organisation has changed significantly following the
closure of the Methodist Church in Broomhill and, during the pandemic St
Mark’s and St Andrew’s have experienced different challenges within their
worshipping communities. It looks increasingly likely that the work of CTBB is
coming to a natural end. 

Please attend their AGM for an update and to celebrate all their wonderful
achievements over the years.We remain committed to ecumenism and to all
the relationships which have developed over recent years.

B R O O M H I L L  &  B R O O M H A L L



It has been an especially difficult

year for the older people in our

community. Research has shown

that, although many older people

are coping well, it has been

particularly detrimental to those

with long term and multiple health

conditions. Many older people have

endured high levels of anxiety,

partly by being at more serious risk

from the virus, and partly because

their usual support and care has

been limited.

Months of being alone has, in many

cases, led to an increase in low

mood, cognitive decline, loss of

appetite, falls and general

deterioration in physical health

exacerbated by the lack of contact

with their friends, family and wider

community.

W O R K E R  W I T H  O L D E R  P E O P L E

For me it has been about

responding to everyday needs and

practical issues such as shopping,

medication and other tasks that

people are unable to manage for

themselves. I have found that I have

been needed to provide help with a

lot of smaller issues that can cause

huge anxiety.

My report has a very different feel

this year, as I have not included any

figures. I have not had any new

referrals that need regular input, but

I have been able to offer advice over

the phone. I have supported fewer

people, but hope that those I now

make contact with have felt

supported and valued.

You can read a longer report on the

Worker with Older People page of St

Mark’s website
C L A I R E  B R O O K S



C O N T I N U E D . . . .

As trustees of BGYG we are enormously proud of, not only the youth workers
and volunteers but of the girls themselves in finding ways of meeting and
supporting each other during these unprecedented times. The early purchase
of an annual subscription to Zoom has been invaluable enabling the group to
meet despite Covid. Their on -line book group discussed “I will not be erased”,
a beautiful, world changing collection of letters written by adults to their
teenage selves provoking thought and strategies for dealing with the
problems of living in a society where being a woman of colour has problems.
These essays tackle important subjects including race, gender, mental health
and activism, making this excellent reading and platform for discussion. 

The group has been supported and coached by the leaders and volunteers in
applications for work experience, jobs and further education.

The girls engaged in zoom step challenges to prevent loss of fitness and to
offset the ever popular Zoom bake off sessions. 

When meeting physically was possible they had sessions at unity gym and
were taught how to use the equipment to tailor to their exercise needs.
Outdoor activities were held whenever Covid restrictions allowed. 

Film nights are always in demand and were possible in a Covid safe way for a
few weeks when the Broomhall Centre reopened briefly. Rocks and Coraline
were of particular interest and significance. 

B R O O M H A L L  G I R L S  

Y O U T H  G R O U P



The wider ranging Broomhall youth forum has been on hold this year as
meaningful interaction and communication with other groups in the
Broomhall area has been difficult. We aim to reengage with this as soon as
restrictions are lifted and to organise a summer Broomhall Festival.

The BGYG has had a full year of operating as an independent Charity and has
been fortunate to have been nurtured previously by CTBB imbuing guidance
and good governance. We are appreciative of the support we have received
enabling BGYG to become an independent charity (CIO) and to develop the
youth work in Broomhall. 

D I L Y S  N O B L E

K N I T T I N G  &  C R A F T  G R O U P

As a group of mostly elderly (!) ladies, we retreated to our homes when
lockdown struck. However, we were soon invited to meet virtually via church
Zoom, which has been fantastic. We still meet on the first Saturday each
month, but in the evening so we can join up with Nicole who lives on the west
coast of Canada! We have continued to do our own projects, but also made
some more prayer shawls, (either knitted in one piece or made up of squares)
and donated them to church friends known to be unwell.

J E N N I E  M A R T I N



C A R E T A K I N G  /  C L E A N I N G

T I M  M O O R E  /  J O H N  W H I T M I L L

Obviously the cleaning of the church has been important in dealing with
Covid, and John has done thorough work disinfecting the door handles and
anywhere else that people might have touched, as well as his usual cleaning
duties.

At the start of lockdown last year, John and Tim were not allowed into church,
as per advice from the Church of England, but when we were, we carried out a
comprehensive clean of all areas, dusting from the rafters to under the pews,
cleaning the carpets and the kitchens. Later on, Tim cleaned the windows in
the chapel and the lounge, and sanded down and re-oiled the windowsills in
the lounge and the toilets.

During the brief re-opening last summer, a new Audio-Visual system was
installed in the main worship area, which meant that Tim could put the old
sound system in the upper room, refurbishing and painting the case, and
installing the projector in the ceiling.

At the start of this year, Tim has also cleared the moss from the paths and
steps around the grounds and raked the gravel.

As the only staff to continue our normal working within the building, we have
to manage infection risks and work with strict protocols to ensure the church
remains covid-safe for any visitors.



D A V I D  W I L L I N G T O N

It’s been an odd year for the music and the choir. As a professional musician
I’ve been extremely fortunate to have been retained by the church when most
others lost all their work or were furloughed. 

At the start it wasn’t clear what we could do to keep singing. In the early days
we had a go at singing together online and quickly discovered why this isn’t
possible with today’s technology. We’ve kept up the weekly Zoom socials
(without singing) and had our usual Burns Night celebrations at the end of
January. Thanks to David and Charles for the quiz and Address.  When it’s been
possible to sing together we’ve done so, either to record music in the church
for services or occasionally for services.

It became clear that the congregation liked hearing familiar voices at the
online services, so we’ve recorded music for all the Sunday morning services.
Sometimes we’ve used recordings from elsewhere; St Martin in the Fields has
recorded a lot of music we’ve been able to use, and other groups have let us
use their recordings, particularly First Plymouth in Lincoln Nebraska. Making
recordings in lockdown conditions has been quite an experience. Each
musician records their part while listening to a reference track, then they’re all
lined up and put together. One of the joys of singing with other people is that
they cover your shortcomings, but these are horribly exposed when recording
yourself and no-one has found it a comfortable experience. However I’ve spent
a lot of time with Zulf (my youngest) who’s recorded treble and cello lines. I’ve
also upped my own game and learned some new recording skills. My thanks
to everyone who’s contributed recordings, arrangements and technical
support. Can’t wait to get back to normal.

M U S I C  &  C H O I R



I’d like to begin with a huge thank you to everyone who has supported Night
Service this year and who have made it possible for us to keep going. As with
everything this year, Night Service has gone through a process of
reimagination in order to enable our worship together during the pandemic. It
has been my hope that the 7pm could be a gentle and life-giving reflective
space for all involved – whether you are attending or leading. As such, our
offerings have been simplified somewhat, and the calm Sunday evening space
has been well appreciated by those who have joined us. 

Some of the highlights of the year:

Bring and Share services – although we enjoy the more creative themed 7pm
services, a lack of capacity has led to the developing of the much-appreciated
‘Bring and Share’ format, which has nurtured a really lovely collaborative
reflective space, and enabled a wider range of voices thorough the
contributions.

Taizé – The Taizé team have put in a lot of work to help this service to continue,
and we were able to move from watching the livestreams from France
together to now holding our own services with music from the Ryan family
bubble. One particular highlight was the Taizé communion service held in the
building in November, which was a truly beautiful experience.

N I G H T  S E R V I C E

C O N T I N U E D . . .



C A T E  T H O M S O N

Lights in the Darkness – developing upon its first appearance in the Christmas
2019 programme, we were able to offer the ‘Lights in the Darkness’ service as a
more reflective Christmas space for those who might be struggling with the
season. This was even picked up by BBC Radio Sheffield! 

Reach – one of the benefits of online worship is that we have been able to
better monitor the reach of services as well as numerical attendance. It has
been a delightful revelation to discover that over the past year Night Service
has reached around 110 people! We have been greatly encouraged to know
that although our weekly attendance remains intimate, there is a large
network of people who value the space when they need it. 

Finally, it had been our intention to review the trial period of the 7pm start last
June. Due to the pandemic, we felt that it was better to postpone the final
review and maintain the 7pm start for the time being.



R O S A L I N D  R O G E R S O N

By Monday 16 March 2020 it was becoming clear that Coronavirus was a lot nearer
than we had thought. Our concern was for its effect on a group whose members
(and a good number of helpers) were over 70. We closed the club that day. 

Thus began regular telephone calls, which have continued throughout the year. We
have become accustomed to long conversations, brief conversations and
everything in between, with a lot of discussion, opinions aired, laughter, and
frustration at the rules. . 

Everyone has their own ways of getting on with life in lockdown, and, for some
people, especially those living on their own with mobility problems, this new life is
not so different from the former one. But they do miss the opportunity the Lunch
Club gave to get out, meet friends, have a good meal and enjoy some
entertainment. It was often the only outing of the week. To provide something
tangible to keep everyone in touch, a newsletter Let’s Connect was born. We are
now onto number 15, with most issues running to twelve sides of A4. How long will
this continue? 

There was a plan in September to meet, with restricted numbers, and taking all
necessary precautions, but it simply was not possible. We marked St Nicholas Day
with doorstep visits, and a bag of presents for each member. A visit on Mothering
Sunday brought floral offerings, and there was a Zoom gathering in mid-March to
mark “One Whole Year”. 

The vaccine has brought great hope, and we have been among the first to receive it,
yet getting back to anything like the Lunch Club we knew will not be
straightforward. 

We remember with affection and much respect Jean Wragg, Michael Elliott and
Graham Ratcliffe, who died in recent months. 

L U N C H  A N D

F R I E N D S H I P  C L U B



F R A N C E S  G R A Y

This has been an extraordinary year for everyone and we are proud that the
Messenger hasn’t missed a single edition – although it has appeared in a rather
different form. Most of you have probably received your copy in electronic form –
though we will always produce paper copies when needed . If there are fewer
accounts of activities , there are more book reviews and thinkpieces. And one of the
blessings of going online is that we are able to do  greater justice to the talented
photographers among us. 

This year we said goodbye and a huge thank you to David Price who stepped down
in January after over a decade as editor and has done so much to shape the 
 Messenger  and make it into a thoughtful, lively and diverse magazine. We welcome
Joe Forde to the editorial team and hope he has a good time working with us. Special
thanks too to Hannah, who produced a spectacular edition with a focus on children
and drew out some beautiful artwork from them.

This year we decided that we would no longer collect subscriptions.But though
printing costs are down, the Messenger asks a great deal of the office and we would
like to offer you the chance to contribute – just look at our newly designed front cover
to find out how!

M A R K S  M E S S E N G E R



C O N T I N U E D . . .

The St Mark’s Environmental Group is really a very dull name for a group that is doing
some rather interesting things. We got a great boost when we were awarded the
Eco-church Silver award last October. This has been given a further boost because
we have signed up to a scheme run jointly by the mission society we support, USPG,
and Hope for the Future to help us prepare to play our part in the UN Climate
Change Conference COP 26 (Conference Of Parties) being held in Glasgow 1st to 12th
November this year. It is hard to overestimate the importance of this for keeping the
rise in temperature down to 1.5C. It is critical. A  heavy responsibility lies on the
shoulders of the UK. If you have any doubts about how important it is look at the last
of David Attenborough’s programmes on The Perfect Planet on BBC Iplayer.

We have committed to doing three things:

1. To register for the Eco-church Gold award - The award covers five areas – Worship,
Buildings, Land, Community and Global Engagement, Lifestyle so it is pretty
comprehensive. It is all about how far we have integrated our concern for the well
being of God’s world into all aspects of our church life and, of course, our own lives.

We did well on worship. It seems to me that awareness of the needs of our planet is
now something that is an integral part of our worship. Buildings is much more
difficult. How to insulate the main church is a nightmare but we are making
progress. The green electricity we use for heating the church is now controlled by a
cunning electronic system which is linked to the parish diary which turns the heat on
depending on the weather. This saves about £1500 a year.The parish office is now
fully fitted with secondary glazing. We are now using mostly LED lights: we use
recycled paper etc. We are planning to install some secondary glazing in the main
church but there is a still lot to be done. 

Kathy Harbord and Hannah Jones, our Children’s Worker have exciting plans, under
the Land heading, for the Crescent. A wild flower patch and an ecological survey
including the children are on the cards. We hope all ages will come together to work
on the garden and maintain it.

Community and Global Engagement includes asking how well we are informed
about the impact of climate change and environmental degradation on Christian
communities elsewhere in the world. There is a searching question under Lifestyle:
‘The members of our church receive encouragement to undertake a personal carbon
footprint audit.’

E N V I R O N M E N T  G R O U P



M I C H A E L  B A Y L E Y

Indeed there are many searching questions and Eco-church will help us to face the
climate challenge more realistically.

2. Have a Climate Sunday - This is fixed for June 13. We have only just started planning
this. We want to have stories of positive action that is really making a difference to
encourage us to realize that we can rise to the challenge. In particular we want to join
the call for the world’s leaders to have the guts to stop playing around and act
decisively. What message do we want to send to them? 

3.Talk to our MP - Members of the congregation live in several constituencies but we
saw Paul Blomfield who is MP for Sheffield Central, which is the constituency for St
Mark’s on March 3. We asked about Labour Party plans. Paul replied that
businesses have to be central to tackling the climate emergency and need to
recognise the economic risk of failing to act. So far, our progress has been painfully
slow. Labour would bring in a National Procurement Policy and very specific
investment plans including accelerating investing into green initiatives and having a
strategy for ensuring that when some jobs disappear, others will emerge that are
equally valuable The Labour party has various Policy Commissions  and there is one
on climate and energy. Anyone can make submissions.  You do not have to be a
member of the Labour Party. Paul strongly encouraged us to make submissions. This
is the link. www.policyforum.labour.org.uk/commissions/environment

We asked Paul about how he sees the link between climate change and social
justice. He said: “For me they are inextricably linked. They sit in a framework of
values and naturally come together. Also, unless it is a just transition (and one
that offers benefits) we will get kick-back. It’s dangerous if the Left seeks to
own the climate issue – it potentially drives a reaction in the Right where they
define themselves as climate deniers and the Right control many countries
and have a huge influence. There is a tendency of the Left to want to make
themselves morally superior and own these issues, but the climate movement
needs to win hearts and minds right across the spectrum (and is doing so fairly
successfully). The catholic church has had a significant role in changing this. 
 What we want to do is get to a place where parties across the spectrum are
competing with each other (as they did in the 1950’s with regard to improving
housing for example) to have the most effective climate policies – the church
can play a role in this.”

I will close with part of a letter from Christian Climate Action to local churches.
“In 2008 the Government’s Environment Agency asked leading secular
environmental leaders what they thought were the top 50 things needed to
‘save the planet’. Second on the list, behind only energy efficiency, was a plea
for faiths to get involved. Now the time is crucial for us to speak up”. 
The Environmental Group are Emma Castle, Hannah Jones, Kathy Harbord,
Lucy Gray, Margaret Ainger, Michael Bayley and Sarah Rousseau. Do contact
any of us if you want to know more.

https://www.policyforum.labour.org.uk/commissions/environment


M I S S I O N  A R E A

S U E  H A M M E R S L E Y

Sheffield Diocese has been committed, for many years, to forming partnerships
between churches so that the reduction of clergy numbers does not result in the loss
of the church in poorer communities. The conversation which began between five
local churches has developed two such partnerships. St Timothy Crookes and The
Vine Netherthorpe are now working together, soon to be under the oversight of one
minister. St Mark’s, St Mary’s and St John’s are now in a formal working relationship
with Sue as Priest in Charge and Matthew Rhodes, the Vicar of St John’s, as Assistant
Priest.How this will develop is yet to emerge but it is my hope that we will find
creative ways of reducing the burden on each individual church by working together
in teams, whilst maintaining our distinct worshipping communities which we value
and which serve our localities well.

S A F E G U A R D I N G

My main responsibilities are to liaise with the Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser and
pass on any concerns, and to provide advice on safeguarding issues to the PCC and
clergy as appropriate.

We have a small team to consider safeguarding issues.  This was previously convened
by Sarah Colver.  We met in September 2020 to review safeguarding policies and to
consider safeguarding issues relating to the various groups.  The focus was on the
groups involving children and young adults.  Hannah Jones has taken responsibility
for monitoring training and safeguarding issues for those groups.  Sarah Jenkins has
continued to be responsible for the onerous task of DBS checking.

In February 2021 we met with Sue Hammersley who is convening our team meetings
now.  There appear to be two issues which need addressing; firstly, identifying
training history and future needs, and secondly identifying the need for someone to
become involved with adult safeguarding.

I have not had to pass on any safeguarding concerns to the DSA in the past year.
D U N C A N  L E N N O X




